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ABSTRACT: In this study, we show how the combination of
metal ions, counter-anions and opportunely functionalized and
preorganized ligands gives rise to two distinct supramolecular
isomers, coordination polymeric chains and hexameric macro-
cycles. The hexamers then aggregate to form a cubic structure
exhibiting permanent microporosity. The supramolecular
assemblies are formed with Ag+, thioether functionalized
bis(pirazolyl)methane ligands and CF3SO3

−/PF6
− as the

counter-anions. Five different ligands were prepared by
modifying the peripheral thioether moiety with naphthyl,
methoxy, m-Me, p-Me and F groups (LSNf, LSPhOMe, LSPhm‑Me,
LSPhp‑Me, and LSPhF). Helicoidal coordination polymeric chains are
formed with CF3SO3

− (general formula [Ag(L)]n(CF3SO3)n),
whereas macrocyclic hexamers are formed with PF6

− (general formula [Ag(L)]6(PF6)6). The macrocycles self-assemble into
ordered capsules with the shape of a tetrahedron, and the overall framework is sustained by Ag+···(PF6

−)···Ag+ contacts. The
capsules generate a highly symmetric structural arrangement, which is characterized by permanent microporosity arising from
two distinct types of microporous chambers in the structure. The gas absorption isotherms show that the materials can selectively
adsorb CO2 and N2O over CH4 and N2. The modulation of the microporosity of the materials is achieved by the different
thioether functionalization of the ligands LSNf, LSPhOMe, LSPhm‑Me, and LSPhF. The diffusion and localization of the gas molecules
within the cavities were investigated by 2D 1H−13C solid state NMR on samples loaded with enriched 13CO2, showing that both
types of cavities are accessible to guest molecules from the gas phase.

■ INTRODUCTION

The exploitation of robust coordination bonds is an intriguing
alternative to the use of covalent bonds for the formation of
discrete chemical entities (supramolecules)1 and the construc-
tion of 1D, 2D and 3D coordination complexes with the shape
of chains, rings, spheres, Platonic or Archimedean solids.2 At a
higher hierarchical level, coordination supramolecules can
aggregate into solids by ionic or softer interactions, which
govern their self-assembly into sophisticated architectures.
These materials composed of supramolecules provide a
versatile platform for the attainment of rich structural
diversification, including the possibility of developing perma-
nent porosity. The property of porosity and the accessibility to
guest species relate to several diverse fields, such as catalysis,3

gas capture4 and separation,2m molecular recognition,2m,n

luminescence,5 magnetism,6 and drug delivery.7

The strategy used to fabricate the coordination supra-
molecules and, particularly, the cyclic coordination oligomers is
based on the proper choice of the ligand, the metal nodes, and
the anionic counterions.8 The design of the multitopic organic
ligands, which predictably bind the metal centers, plays a
central role in the development of the coordination

architectures. The ligands may be rigid or flexible according
to their ability to retain their shape and conformations against
local stresses in the final arrangement.9 The shape-persistent
characteristic of the organic ligand may favor the cyclic
macroconformation, although the key feature to induce a
curvature in the metal−organic repeat-unit enchainments is the
design of an appropriate nonaxially symmetric spatial
distribution of the chelating functional groups in the ligand.
This sophisticated molecular engineering leads to the
construction of ring-shaped supramolecules of remarkable
robustness.10

A crucial and often neglected role is played by the anion,
which must be accommodated to counterbalance the positive
charge of the metal, especially when neutral ligands are
employed. In most cases, the counter-anions are characterized
by a high symmetry (for example, NO3

−, SO4
2−, X−, ClO4

−,
BF4

−, and PF6
−) and by the presence of multiple potential

binding sites, thus offering the possibility to act as a linker
between two metal centers. The donor atoms in the anions and
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the overall size of the anion dictate the strengths of the metal-
anion interactions, which may be weak and prone to
dissociation in polar solvents. However, in the solid state,
even large and weakly coordinating anions interposed between
two metal centers can sustain the formation of stable crystal
structures. The anions can profoundly modulate the arrange-
ment of the supramolecules regarding the packing modes,11 the
topology,12 or stabilization of complex supramolecular
architectures at the highest hierarchical level.13 Finally, the
coordination numbers and the geometry imposed by the metal
node significantly influence the ligand orientation and the
robustness of the architecture. Metal ions, such as Pd(II),
Pt(II), Co(III), Cr(III), and Fe(II), dictate the geometry of the
surrounding donor atoms (e.g. square planar or octahedral). In
contrast, Ag(I) exhibits diversified coordination geometries,
such as linear, trigonal-planar, T-shaped, and tetrahedral, which
lead to a variety of architectures with tailored structures and
functions.14 This variety implies that Ag(I) can be considered
as a “flexible” node and can adapt to a specific ligand
preorganization and an attractive metal node for the
construction of coordination supramolecules.
Collectively, these evidence suggest that the supramolecules

may become sufficiently stable to self-assemble without
imposing a substantial strain on their components.13b,15 The
geometric stability of these macrocyclic molecules allows for
their preservation in the crystal lattice. Because large cyclic
coordination molecules may not form high-density close-
packed structures, they may be prone to form porous crystalline
solids with open pores available for gas absorption and guest
inclusion.16 However, the expected diversity of the conceivable
arrangements of the coordination rings to shape the pore
geometries and form porous materials and coordination
polymers remains remains largely unexplored.17

The scope of the present investigation was to modulate the
structuring of coordination cyclic supramolecules into porous
crystalline materials and coordination polymers by the
systematic variation of the lateral substituents of the
scorpionate ligand based on the bis-pyrazole system extended
with a thioether function and the Ag(I) ion, as shown in Figure
1.11,18 The metal nodes of the supramolecules, capable of
dictating the generation of hexameric cyclic coordination
supramolecules, interact through anions, producing a capsular
tetrahedron, whose repetition in the crystal lattice yields two
types of cavities, one at the interior of the capsule and the other
formed by the packing of the capsules themselves (Figure 1b).
The cavity size and the polarity of the intracapsular space was
tailored by the systematic variation of the peripheral aromatic
moiety of the ligand by incorporating methyl-phenyl, naphthyl,
methoxy-phenyl, and fluoro-phenyl groups (LSNf, LSPhOMe,
LSPhm‑Me, LSPhp‑Me, and LSPhF, Figure 1a). Moreover, we
investigated how the symmetry and the interactions of the
anions tune the connectivity of the supramolecules by studying
the effect of CF3SO3

− and PF6
− on the overall structural

arrangement from polymeric (nonporous) to porous macro-
cyclic products. It can be anticipated that the presence of the
symmetric PF6

− anions and the ligand preorganization
guarantees the formation of the capsular reticular structure;
hence, the pore capacity and the gas-sorption properties can be
controlled by the rational choice of the ligand.
The porosity of the compounds was investigated by

performing gas adsorption measurements of the gases of
interest for industrial and medical applications, such as CO2,
CH4, N2 and N2O, showing interesting performances and

selectivity of the material toward carbon dioxide vs nitrogen.
The effective gas capture by the novel microporous materials
allowed a direct spectroscopic observation of the gas molecules
absorbed in the microporous crystals in intimate contact with
the supramolecules. The 2D 1H−13C magic angle spinning
NMR performed on the samples loaded with enriched 13CO2
could establish the stable gas inclusion in the pores and the gas
distribution between the intra- and intercavities.19

Our results contribute to the understanding of how the
coordination polymers aggregate into infinite length linear
chains or, alternatively, how they form stable oligomeric rings
for the simultaneous contributions of several factors, including
the nature of the anion. The dominance of the ionic
interactions considerably differentiates the proposed structures
and their chemical behavior from the infinite metal−organic
lattice of the metal organic frameworks (MOF), stimulating the
development of parallel fields of exploration on the influence of
various-rank interactions to build metal−organic molecular
architectures.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)ketone was prepared as reported in the
literature,20 and the aldehydes were prepared by a slight modification
of a procedure reported in the literature.21 All of the other reagents
and solvents were commercially available (Sigma-Aldrich). The 1H
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer
using standard Bruker pulse sequences. The chemical shifts are
reported in parts per million (ppm), referenced to residual solvent
protons. The infrared spectra were recorded from 4000 to 700 cm−1

on a PerkinElmer FTIR Nexus spectrometer equipped with a Smart
Orbit HATR accessory (diamond crystal). The elemental analyses (C,
H, and N) were performed with a Carlo Erba EA 1108 automated
analyzer. Details on the synthesis and characterization of the ligands

Figure 1. (a) Ligands used to prepare the microporous crystals with
AgPF6 discussed in this study. (b) Depiction of the arrangement of the
hexameric unit (in red) into a porous material characterized by two
types of cavities (blue and yellow spheres). The silver atoms are
depicted as green spheres.11
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LSNf, LSPhm‑Me, LSPhp‑Me, LSPhF, and LSPhOMe and of the silver complexes
with AgPF6 and AgCF3SO3 are provided in the Supporting
Information.
X-ray Crystallography. The single-crystal data were collected on

Bruker Smart 1000 and Bruker Smart APEXII area-detector
diffractometers (Mo Kα; λ = 0.71073 Å). The cell parameters were
refined from the observed setting angles and the detector positions of
selected strong reflections. The intensities were integrated from several
series of exposure frames that covered the sphere of the reciprocal
space.22 A multiscan absorption correction was applied to the data
using the program SADABS.23 The structures were solved by direct
methods (SIR9724 and SIR200425) and refined with full-matrix least-
squares (SHELXL-97),26 using the Wingx software package.27 In the
[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6, and
[Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 complexes, the solvent was treated using the
PLATON/SQUEEZE program.28 The yield of crystallization varied
from more than 80% for [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(L

SPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6
to approximately 20% for [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag-
(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6. Graphical material was prepared with the Mercury
3.029 program. CCDC 1014232−1014242 contains the supplementary
crystallographic data for this study.
Hirshfeld Surface Analysis. The Hirshfeld surface (HS)

properties were investigated to gain a thorough description of the
interactions occurring between the peripheral and differently function-
alized aromatic rings in the hexamers and in the coordination
polymeric chains and of the interactions occurring between the anions
(PF6

− and CF3SO3
−) and the surrounding molecules.30 The HS

defines the volume of space in a crystal in which the sum of the
electron density of the spherical atoms for the molecule (promolecule)
exceeds that for the crystal (procrystal). The HS property is defined by
the following expression:
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The w(r) value of 0.5 isosurface enveloping the molecule
corresponds to the HS, which contains a region of space in which
the promolecule electron density is greater than that of the
surrounding molecules.
Various properties of the HS can be computed and visualized,

particularly, de and di, which represent the distance from a point on the
surface to the nearest nucleus outside or inside the surface,
respectively. The dnorm is the normalized contact distance and is
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Mapping dnorm on the HS provides a clear and thorough picture of
the interactions occurring between the adjacent molecules or the
molecular fragments that are shorter than the sum of the van der
Waals radii (visualized as red spots on the HS). The HS surface and its
properties were calculated using the CrystalExplorer 3.1 program.31

Certain crystal structures were characterized by the presence of
disordered fragments. During the HS analysis, these fragments were
considered with their fractional occupancies.30a

X-ray Powder Diffraction. The powder XRD patterns were
collected using a Thermo ARL X’tra powder diffractometer (Cu Kα
radiation) equipped with a Thermo Electron solid state detector. The
data collection was performed in a Bragg−Brentano configuration
using 0.05° steps with a counting time ranging from 1 to 5 s.
Temperature-dependent experiments were performed using an Anton
Paar TTK450 chamber connected to a vacuum apparatus. Prior to the
measurements, the crystalline material was subjected to thermal
treatment at 60 °C under a vacuum for 2 h to completely remove the
residual volatile component in the cavities derived from the solvent of
crystallization.
Gas Sorption Meaurements. Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous

oxide and nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms for the porous

materials were performed at 195, 273, and 298 K using a Micromeritics
analyzer ASAP 2050 (up to 10 atm) and a Micromeritics analyzer
ASAP 2020 (up to 1 atm). The samples were previously outgassed
overnight at 110 °C.

Solid State NMR. The 13C solid state NMR was run at 75.5 MHz
on a Bruker Avance 300 instrument operating at a static field of 7.04 T
equipped with a 4 mm double resonance MAS probe. The samples
were spun at the magic angle at a spinning speed of 12.5 kHz, and the
ramped amplitude cross-polarization (RAMP-CP) transfer of magnet-
ization was applied. The 90° pulse for the proton was 2.9 μs. The 13C
cross-polarization (CP) MAS experiments were run using a recycle
delay of 10 s and a contact time of 2 ms. Phase-modulated Lee−
Goldburg (PMLG) heteronuclear 1H−13C correlation (HETCOR)
experiments coupled with fast magic angle spinning allowed the
recording of the 2D spectra with a high resolution in the hydrogen and
in the carbon dimensions. Narrow hydrogen resonances, with line
widths on the order of 1−2 ppm, were obtained with homonuclear
decoupling during t1; this resolution permits a sufficiently accurate
determination of the proton species present in the system. The 2D
PMLG 1H−13C HETCOR spectra were run with an LG period of 18.9
μs. The efficient transfer of magnetization to the carbon nuclei was
performed by applying the RAMP-CP sequence. The cross-polar-
ization times of 50 μs, 0.5, 1, and 5 ms were applied. Quadrature
detection in t1 was achieved by the time proportional phase increments
method (TPPI). The carbon signals were acquired during t2 under
proton decoupling by applying the two-pulse phase modulation
scheme (TPPM). The 2D experiments were conducted at 298 and 240
K under magic-angle spinning (MAS) conditions at 12.5 kHz and 8
kHz, respectively.

The 1H MAS NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker
Avance III 600 MHz instrument operating at 14.1 T using the
windowed phase modulated Lee-Goldbug decoupling sequences
(wPMLG) to improve the 1H resolution. A MAS Bruker probe head
was used with 2.5 mm ZrO2 rotors spinning at the speed of 13.6 kHz
and an RF power of 86 kHz, calibrated by a nutation experiment on
adamantane. The wPMLG was used with an acquisition window of 3.9
μs, a pulse length of 0.7 μs and an interpulse delay of 0.1 μs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The synthesis of the ligands is described in Scheme 1. The
ligands LSNf, LSPhOMe, LSPhm‑Me, LSPhp‑Me, and LSPhF were
prepared by treating bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazolyl)ketone and the
appropriate aldehydes using CoCl2 hydrate as a catalyst. The
silver complexes were easily prepared by treating equimolar
amounts of ligands and AgPF6 or AgCF3SO3 to investigate the

Scheme 1. Ligand Synthesis
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role of the counterion in the resulting structural arrangement.12

The porous crystals having a cubic phase (with PF6
−) were

obtained by crystallization in various solvent mixtures (such as
acetone/diethyl ether or dichloromethane/hexane), and their
porosity was tested with gas adsorption measurements. The
coordination polymeric chains obtained with the triflate anion
were obtained by the recrystallization of the powder in various
solvent mixtures, namely, dichloromethane/hexane, acetone/
diethyl ether, and THF/hexane.
Molecular Structures with the PF6

− Anion. When using
the PF6

− anion, the hexameric supramolecular structures
[Ag(L)]6(PF6)6 are preferentially obtained (Figure 2). The
complexes [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6, [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, and [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6 are isostructural,
and the only exception is represented by the system with the
LSPhp‑Me ligand that forms a coordination polymeric chain
analogous to that found for the complexes with the triflate
anion, which will be described later (see Figure 6).
In all of the hexameric complexes, the ligand acts as a N2

bidentate on a metal and bridges on another silver atom with
the thioether group, whereas the central phenyl ring adopts a
particularly fixed geometry (Figures S1 and S2, Supporting
Information).32 The peripheral phenyl ring is located above one
of the pyrazole rings, giving rise to a weak π−π interaction. The
pyrazole rings of six ligands define the exteriors of the hexamer,
whereas the peripheral aromatic rings are oriented toward the
interior. The cyclic hexameric molecular structures exhibit a
pore in the central part whose size is modulated by the
encumbrance of the substituents. Pore sizes of 1.6, 2.6, and 3.0
Å were measured for the [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, and [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6 complexes, respec-
tively. In the [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 complex, the methoxy
groups occlude the intraring space (Figure 2). The cyclic
hexamers form cubic crystal structures, in which the PF6

− anion
exhibits a fragmented site occupation; per each silver cation of
the asymmetric unit, the PF6

− anion is distributed in three
positions in the unit cell as follows: (1) a 0.1666 fraction lying
on a ternary axis and on an inversion center, (2) a 0.3333
fraction lying on a ternary axis, and (3) a 0.5 fraction lying on a
binary axis. This latter fraction links two silver atoms of the
symmetry-related hexamers such that the centroids of four
hexamers occupy the vertex of a tetrahedron.
The four cyclic hexamers self-assemble, forming a capsule

with a highly symmetric Platonic shape (tetrahedron), which
results in an intracapsular space. The packing of the capsules
forms a network of interconnected cavities (intercapsular
space) (Figure 3). The intercapsular cavities have a size of
approximately 14 Å in diameter, as described by a spherical
approximation, while the size of the intracapsular cavities is
modulated by the steric encoumbrance of the peripheral
substituents (diameter of 5 and 11 Å in [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and
[Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, respectively).
The distance between the fluorine of PF6

− and the silver
atoms varies over the range of 2.749(3)-2.818(9) Å, suggesting
the weak nature of this interaction (Table S4, Supporting
Information). The PF6

− anion, which acts as a linker between
the metals, is also immobilized by a C−H···F interaction with
one of the methyl groups of the pyrazole ring. A pictorial view
of the environment surrounding the different types of PF6

−

anions can be appreciated by inspecting the dnorm mapped on
the HS reported in Figure 4 for the [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 complex
as representative of the four compounds.

In addition, a thorough depiction of the interaction
exchanged by the three types of PF6

− anions could be obtained
by inspecting the fingerprint plots, which are 2D diagrams that
provide a clear indication of the subtle differences between the
similar structural arrangements, as reported in Figure 5 and in
Figure S3 (Supporting Information). It is evident that the anion
that acts as a linker between the silver cations exhibits the most
conserved intermolecular contacts because the surrounding
environment is identical in the four compounds and the

Figure 2. Left, the molecular structures of the hexameric unit of
[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, [Ag(L

SPhOMe)]6(PF6)6, [Ag(L
SPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, and

[Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6. The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The
prime (′) symbol denotes the symmetry-related atoms. Right,
representation of the different sizes of the pores for the hexameric
complexes. The peripheral aromatic groups are depicted with the van
deer Waals atomic radii. Colors: Ag, green; S, yellow; N, blue; C, gray;
O, red; F, light green; P, orange.
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fingerprint plots are nearly superimposable. In contrast, the
third type of PF6

− exhibits different types of interactions with
the hexamers, which is in agreement with its position within the
structure. This anion is embedded into the hexamer and
exchanges contacts with the differently functionalized periph-
eral phenyl groups of the ligand. The second type of PF6

−

exhibits moderately conserved interactions among the four
structures, according to the similar fingerprint plots (see Figure
S3, Supporting Information). This result is in agreement with
the location of this anion in a pocket formed by three hexamers
and lined with pyrazole and phenyl rings. A portion of the
surface of this anion is also pointing toward the intercapsular
cavity (see Figure 4).
The HS of the hexameric assemblies shows that each

hexamer is connected with two intracapsular spaces and is in
communication with six intercapsular cavities (Figures 4 and
S4, Supporting Information). Both of the 3D cavities are filled
by highly disordered solvent molecules, which could not be

properly located by the difference Fourier map. The solvent can
be easily removed without loss of crystallinity, resulting in
porous crystalline structures. The empty total volume
diminishes as the bulkiness of the substituent of the aromatic
ring increases, and the following order is observed: [Ag-
(LSN f )] 6(PF6) 6 ≈ [Ag(LSP hOMe)] 6(PF6)6 < [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 ≈ [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6 (Table 1).33 The
substituents on the peripheral phenyl ring affects the size of the
intracapsular space, thus the increasing bulkiness of substituents
from F, m-Me, OMe, to Nf determines the shrinkage of this
cavity type. In contrast, the cavity size of the intercapsular space
is lined with methyl groups of the pyrazole rings and is nearly
invariant in the four structures (see Table 1).

Molecular Structures with the CF3SO3
− Anion. When

employing the triflate anion, the silver complexes crystallize in
the form of coordination polymeric chains, and the general
formula is [Ag(L)]n(CF3SO3)n (Figure 6). As stated above,
when mixing AgPF6 with the ligand LSPhp‑Me, the molecular
structure of the complex presents structural features analogous
to those obtained with the triflate anion. The molecular
a r r a n g em e n t i n [ A g ( L S N f ) ] n (CF 3 SO 3 ) n , [ A g -
(LSPhOMe)]n(CF3SO3)n, [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]n(CF3SO3)n, [Ag-
(LSPhp‑Me)]n(CF3SO3)n, and [Ag(LSPhp‑Me)]n(PF6)n are similar,
even though these complexes crystallize in different space
groups (see Experimental Section); therefore, their structures
will be described together. As reported for the structures with
the PF6

− anions, the ligand acts as a N2 bidentate on a metal

Figure 3. (a) Assembly of the capsule by four hexamers, right, and
capsular packing, left. (b) Depiction of the two types of cavities in the
crystal structures. Yellow: intercapsular space; red: intracapsular space.
The cavities were generated by rolling a probe sphere of a 3.2 Å
diameter on the surface of the cavities.

Figure 4. Above, depiction of the dnorm mapped on the Hirshfeld
surface (grades of blue) of the three types of PF6

− anions for the
representative complex [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6. A ball and stick represen-
tation is shown for one hexamer, and the surrounding molecules were
omitted for clarity (above left, top view and above right, bottom view).
Below, depiction of the dnorm mapped on the Hirshfeld surface for one
hexamer of [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6. One out of four hexamers defining a
capsule and the connecting PF6

− anions are shown with the ball and
stick representation, and the remaining molecules were omitted for
clarity.
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and bridges on another silver atom with the thioether group
and with the central phenyl ring in a rigid geometry (Figures S1
and S2, Supporting Information). In contrast to the structures
of the hexameric complexes, the peripheral phenyl ring exhibits
a higher degree of conformational flexibility because it is not
consistently stacked above one of the pyrazole rings, as occurs
in the hexameric complexes.32 When viewing the coordination
polymeric chains of [Ag(LSNf)]n(CF3SO3)n , [Ag-
(LSPhOMe)]n(CF3SO3)n, [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]n(CF3SO3)n, [Ag-
(LSPhp‑Me)]n(CF3SO3)n, and [Ag(LSPhp‑Me)]n(PF6)n along their
direction of propagation (Figure 6), it can be appreciated that
their projection has a square section with the sides in the 18.9−
14.4 Å range. The larger size belongs to [Ag(LSNf)]n(CF3SO3)n,
which presents the most cumbersome substituent, namely the
naphthyl residue. These chains exhibit a helical arrangement
with a pitch over the range of 20.5−23.0 Å that comprise four
AgL units. The exterior of the chains is defined by alternate

anions and pyrazole rings, whereas the peripheral aromatic
moieties are located in the interior. This arrangement is a
structural feature that also characterizes the hexameric
complexes, although in the coordination polymeric chains,
there is a less defined orientation of the anions that surround
the chains. In the hexameric complexes, the PF6

− moiety
occupies precise and invariant structural sites for all of the
complexes, whereas in the chains, the anions interact with the
metals but are free to rotate around the Ag−O bond. This
result can be evidenced in the more varied shape of the
fingerprint plots for the structures of the chain-like complexes
(Figures S5−S10, Supporting Information) compared with
those of the hexamers (Figure S3, Supporting Information).
From an aesthetic viewpoint, the hexameric species can be
imagined as derived by a slight twisting reorientation of a
fraction of the chains comprising six AgL units.
The [Ag(LSPhF)]n(CF3SO3)n complex crystallizes as a

coordination polymeric chain, but the structural features are
different from the previously described structures; the silver
atoms are organized in a zigzag fashion, and the polymer does
not form a helix. In addition, by inspecting its projection along
the propagation of the molecule, it can be observed that the
−PhF group and one of the pyrazole rings are oriented on one
side, whereas the central phenyl ring and the triflate anion are
located on the other side of the chain.

Supramolecular Isomerism. The role played by the
symmetry and the interactions exchanged by the counter-
anions (BF4

−, PF6
−, CF3SO3

−, and NO3
−) and Ag(I) in the

presence of the LSPh ligand has been previously investigated and
was capable of dictating the assembly of cyclic coordination
supramolecules into two different porous periodic lattices. The
presence of the highly symmetric BF4

−, PF6
− anions acted as a

link between the cyclic supramolecules, forming a robust
structure exhibiting permanent porosity (see Figure 1b).11

Hence, with LSPh, the determinant for the 3D arrangement was
the anion, but the hexameric building block was an invariant
feature. In the present case, the modification of the peripheral
phenyl ring with the introduction of various substituents
implies that with the less symmetric CF3SO3

− anion, the
hexameric units are no longer observed; instead, coordination
polymeric chains are preferentially formed. However, the
presence of the PF6

− anion is associated with the generation
of four hexameric systems out of five complexes, and this may
be because of the high symmetry of the anion that can be
accommodated in the highly symmetric cubic structure. In fact,
the octahedral symmetry of PF6

− makes it a good candidate to
occupy highly symmetric positions within the cubic lattice. In
the case of LSPhOMe and LSPhNf along with the easily identifiable
crystals of the cubic form, a small fraction of prismatic crystals
of the coordination polymeric chain was isolated, and the
molecular structure of [Ag(LSPhOMe)]n(PF6)n is reported in
Figure 6. This result implies that it may be possible, under
specific conditions, to drive the crystallization process toward
one (chain) or the other (hexamer) molecular organization. As

Figure 5. Fingerprint plots of the three types of PF6
− anions in

[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 along with a ball and stick representation of their
packing environment; de and di represent the distance from the
Hirshfeld surface to the nearest nucleus outside or inside, repectively,
the surface (see Experimental Section). Color codes varying from blue
to red highlights the frequency with which a (de, di) is observed.

Table 1. Volume of the Cavitiesa (Å3) Per Unit Cell of the Four Hexameric Structuresb

[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6

total 11488 (14.4) 12688 (16.0) 18108 (22.3) 17248 (21.6)
intracapsular space 586 (0.7) 857 (1.1) 5839 (7.2) 5711 (7.2)
intercapsular space 10902 (13.7) 11831 (14.9) 12269 (15.1) 11537 (14.4)

aProbe radius 1.6 Å, grid 0.7 Å bThe % of the volume of the cavities with respect to the unit cell volume is reported in the parentheses.
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stated above, there are remarkable similarities between the
molecular organization of the AgL fragments in the chain and
in the hexameric systems, a situation that has been previously
documented for other silver coordination polymers.34 In a
simplified description, one can imagine the chains as being
derived by the polymerization of hexamers. This process would
ideally require the rupture and formation of coordination bonds
so that the two structural arrangements can be defined as
supramolecular isomers.35 The crystallization conditions play a
decisive role in directing the structural type that can be
obtained;34,36 therefore, we tested several crystallization
conditions by changing the concentration of the samples
while maintaining the metal/ligand/anion ratio of 1/1/1. In a
diluted solution, we could recover large crystals with an
octahedral shape corresponding to the hexamers crystallizing in
the cubic Fd3 ̅ space group. However, when increasing the
concentration of the sample, a certain amount of prismatic
crystals of the coordination polymeric chain cocrystallized with
a large amount of microcrystals of the cubic phase. This
behavior could be reproduced for the systems comprising the
LSNf and LSPhOMe ligands, whereas LSPhm‑Me consistently gave
cubic phase crystals in all of the concentration conditions
tested. In contrast, LSPhp‑Me consistently produced prismatic
crystals corresponding to the coordination polymeric chain.
The reason for this behavior can be explained by inspecting the
environment surrounding the peripheral aromatic moieties in
the structures of the four hexameric complexes and in the
structure of the model hexameric complex [Ag(LSPhp‑Me)]6

6+.
This model complex was generated by adding a methyl residue
to the parent compound [Ag(LSPh)]6(PF6)6. In Figure S11
(Supporting Information), it can be observed that for model-
[Ag(LSPhp‑Me)]6

6+, there is a considerable steric hindrance
between the p-Me residues of the adjacent hexameric units,
thus hindering its assembly in favor of the more sterically
relaxed chain-like structure. In the other hexameric complexes,
the peripheral groups are sufficiently separated to be
detrimental to the formation of the cubic structure, which is
the preferred phase. The occurrence of the coordination
polymeric chains with LSNf and LSPhOMe but not with LSPhm‑Me

can be therefore associated with the bulkiness of the peripheral
aromatic group. In fact, by inspecting the hexameric unit, the
steric hindrance toward the center of the pore (see Figure 2)
varies in the order [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 ≈ [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6,
> [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6, ≈ [Ag(LSPhF)]6(PF6)6. This implies
the bulkier aromatic moieties are more prone to give rise to
coordination polymeric chain, hence supramolecular isomers, in
which there are no unfavorable interactions between the
peripheral aromatic moieties.

Characterization and Stability of the Microcrystalline
Material. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was employed to
characterize all of the material that was obtained after the
crystallization procedures. Although the cubic phase crystals of
the hexameric species were easily identifiable in the crystallizing
flasks by optical microscopy, the material was analyzed with
powder X-ray diffraction to determine its purity and to rule out
the possible contamination with prismatic crystals. The
experimental profiles were compared with the theoretical
profiles derived by the single-crystal X-ray characterization
and demonstrated the exclusive formation of the cubic crystal
structures. PXRD was also employed to gain insights into the
thermal stability and structural response of the crystalline
material of [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(L

SNf)]6(PF6)6 in the
presence of external stimuli, such as vacuum, volatile

Figure 6. A portion of the coordination polymeric chains of
[Ag(LSN f)] n(CF3SO3) n , [Ag(LSPhOMe)] n(CF3SO3) n , [Ag-
(LSPhm ‑Me)]n(CF3SO3)n , [Ag(LSPhp ‑Me)] n(CF3SO3)n , [Ag-
(L S P h p ‑Me ) ] n (PF 6 ) n , [Ag(L S P hOM e ) ] n (PF 6 ) n , a nd [Ag -
(LSPhF)]n(CF3SO3)n. Side views along with a depiction of the chains
viewed along the direction of propagation of the helix. The thick stick
representation highlights the anions and the peripheral aromatic
moieties of the ligand. The prime (′) symbol denotes the symmetry-
related atoms. Colors: Ag, green; S, yellow; N, blue; C, gray; O, red; F,
light green; P, orange.
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components that can be trapped into the cavities, and water.
Both of the complexes maintain a long-range structural order
up to 180 °C and without any phase transition (Figures S12
and S13, Supporting Information). When the pre-evacuated
crystalline material was exposed to saturated acetone vapors, a
noticeable shift of all of the diffraction peaks at lower 2θ values
occurred, implying a unit cell enlargement during the vapor
sorption (Figure 7). It can be estimated that the unit cell

experienced a size shift of approximately 3% in volume (for
crystals exposed to an acetone pressure of 0.3 bar at 25 °C).
This result demonstrates that the occupation of the cavities by
the acetone vapors occurs, and the accessibility of the cavities to
chemical species without destroying the structure. The
phenomenon is reversible; upon removal of the guest species
under a vacuum, the unit cell parameters are restored to the
original values of the empty structure, proving the zeolitic
nature of the material. Several cycles of vacuum followed by
exposure to acetone vapor could be applied to the material
without the loss of structural order. Moreover, [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 are insoluble in
water and the crystals can be soaked in water without change
of shape or morphology (Figure S16, Supporting Information).
The stability with respect to water could be confirmed by
performing PXRD on samples soaked in water for 2 h and
recovered by filtration. The samples showed an unaltered
diffraction pattern, Figures S14 and S15 (Supporting
Information).
Gas Adsorption Isotherms of the Microporous 3D

Structures. An accurate inspection of the microporous 3D

architectures with the PF6
− anion reveals that all of the

compounds exhibit an intercapsular space of approximately the
same size (10902−12269 Å3 range, see Table 1), but
[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(LSPhOMe)]6(PF6)6 have a compara-
ble volume of the intracapsular cavities (586 Å3 and 857 Å3,
respectively), whereas the intracapsular volume of [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 is nearly equal to that of [Ag(L

SPhF)]6(PF6)6
(5839 Å3 and 5711 Å3, respectively) (Figure 6). Thus, a few
samples, such as [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6,
were selected as representative of the family of porous
crystalline structures, and their adsorption properties were
investigated.
The adsorption isotherms of the CO2, CH4, N2 and N2O

gases at different temperatures were collected to demonstrate
the accessibility and open porosity of the intra- and/or
intercapsular spaces and to explore their potential for gas
capture. N2 at 77K was not adsorbed for kinetic reasons. The
CO2 adsorption isotherms of [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 at 195 K show a Langmuir profile,
demonstrating the microporosity of the crystalline materials
(Figure 8). Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 exhibits a CO2 uptake of 66

cm3/g (12.9 wt %) at 195 K and 1 bar, whereas at the same
temperature, a lower value of 44 cm3/g (8.6 wt %) was detected
for [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6. This result is in agreement with the
larger steric hindrance of the terminal naphthyl groups (with
respect to the m-methylphenyl groups), which results in
approximately a 37% decrease of the space available for the
diffusion of the gas molecules. At 195 K and 1 bar, the CO2
capacity corresponds to an occupied volume of 19879 Å3 and
13576 Å3 per unit cell for [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 and
[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, respectively. By comparing these values
with those calculated from the single crystal X-ray structures, it
can be inferred that a complete filling of the intra- and

Figure 7. PXRD pattern showing the effect of the solvent absorption
on the [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 crystals. The
freshly ground crystals are shown in red. The crystals subjected to a
high vacuum and T = 60 °C for 2 h are shown in green. The evacuated
crystals were then exposed to saturated acetone vapors and are shown
in blue. Dashed lines were depicted to better appreciate the shifts of
representative peaks upon absorption and removal of acetone.

Figure 8. Adsorption/desorption isotherms for (a) CO2 (circles) and
(b) N2O (squares) onto Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 (blue color) and
Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 (green color) at 195 K.
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intercapsular spaces of the crystalline structures occurs. Per unit
cell, 218 and 144 CO2 molecules are arranged, respectively; i.e.,
up to 8 molecules can be hosted within a single capsule and 16
CO2 molecules in each intercapsular cavity. Regarding the
uptake values, these systems are effective in CO2 capture,
resulting in the adsorption of an amount comparable to that of
the Ag-based imidazole frameworks recently described.37

Moreover, in the porous supramolecular architectures, the
adsorption isotherms of N2O were also explored. The nitrous
oxide N2O isotherms exhibit Langmuir profiles, reaching
plateau values of 58 and 49 cm3(STP)/g for Ag-
(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 and Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, respectively. The
adsorbed values are comparable to the maximum amount of
CO2 captured under the same temperature and pressure
conditions, indicating a full loading of the pores.
Under the mild conditions of 298 and 273 K and up to 10

bar, the adsorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 reveal that
[Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 adsorbs a larger amount of CO2 and
CH4 with respect to [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6. For example, at 298 K
and 10 bar, [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 adsorbs 36 and 22
cm3(STP)/g of CO2 and CH4, respectively, versus 26 and 13
cm3(STP)/g of [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6, respectively (Figure 9).

Moreover, these materials preferably adsorb CO2 over N2 at
room temperature and at 273 K. The N2 adsorption isotherms,
displayed in Figure 9, show a low uptake even at high pressures,
and the amount is directly proportional to the pressure over the
range up to 10 bar, indicating an extremely low affinity for
nitrogen. This evidence can be favorably exploited for the
selective absorption of carbon dioxide in a mixture with

nitrogen. The selectivity of CO2 vs N2 binary mixtures was
determined by the single-component isotherms using the ideal
adsorbed solution theory (IAST), which has been successfully
applied to predict the gas mixture separation by porous
materials.38 Under the mild conditions of low pressures and a
temperature of 273 K, both of the compounds show a CO2/N2
selectivity of 14 starting from a CO2/N2 unbalanced mixture of
15:85, which is representative of industrial operative conditions
(Figure S19, Supporting Information). In the absence of
unsaturated metal sites or specific functional groups that could
mainly interact with carbon dioxide (endowed with a
quadrupole moment of −14.27 × 10−40 C m2), the CO2/N2
selectivity is lower than that of the MOFs with unsaturated
metal sites and site specificity but is comparable with other
MOFs and zeolites.39 Within the family of porous molecular
materials they show a similar behavior and preferably adsorb
CO2 over N2.

11,19,40

The selectivity is associated with the isosteric heat of the CO2
adsorption at low pressures, estimated as 25−27 kJ/mol, which
is in agreement with the hydrophobic nature of the pyrazole
methyl groups lining the intercapsular cavity and the phenyl/
naphthyl lateral groups on the intracapsular walls (Figure S19,
Supporting Information). These values are consistent with
those measured, for example, in the imidazolate framework
ZIF-8 and the hydrophobic molecular zeolites.19a,40h,41 More-
over, the novel materials exhibit a high stability and after several
cycles of gas absorption/desorption, the pore volumes of both
of the microporous 3D structures are fully preserved.

Solid State NMR Spectroscopy. Solid state NMR
spectroscopy is the method of choice to recognize the
through-space correlations in the crystalline structures and
the interactions of the host matrices with guests.42 The high
resolution 1H MAS NMR spectra at 600 MHz and fast magic
angle spinning (30 kHz) and the 2D 1H−13C HETCOR NMR
spectra at different contact times of [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 and
[Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 were collected to elucidate the porous
crystalline architectures and to recognize the CO2 captured in
the cavities. The 2D spectrum collected at short contact times
enabled fixing the correlations of the hydrogens directly bonded
to carbon nuclei, whereas the spectra with longer contact times
showed the interactions at longer distances (within 5 Å).43 In
the 2D NMR spectrum with a contact time as short as 50 μs of
the [Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 (Figure 10a), the correlation of the
chemical shifts in the hydrogen and carbon domains allowed us
to assign the 1D 1H and 13C MAS spectra of the compound. A
striking observation is that the signal of the methyl group H41
resonates considerably upfield in the hydrogen domain δH =
−0.9 ppm. This result is a strong indication for a magnetic
susceptibility effect of the neighboring aromatic groups facing
the methyl C41 at a short distance of approximately 3 Å and
the presence of CH···π interactions, which is consistent with
the crystal structure.44 The CH···π arrangement is shown in the
molecular structure presented beside Figure 10a. At a longer
contact time of 0.5 ms, the 2D spectrum highlighted the further
intramolecular interactions, which are consistent with the
molecular structure and the conformations of the ligands
(Figure 10b). For example, the two cross-peaks marked in red
represent the interactions between H51−C21 and H42−C22
within the pyrazole ring, whereas the region marked in blue
indicates the cross-peaks from the aromatic hydrogens to the
methyl carbons C42 and C51. The cross-peaks marked in
orange show the interaction between the pyrazole hydrogen
H21 and the Nf carbons. These intramolecular cross-peaks,

Figure 9. Adsorption isotherms CO2 (filled circles), CH4 (open
triangles) and N2 (filled diamonds) onto Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 (blue
color) and Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 (green color) at 273 K (a) and 298 K
(b).
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already visible at the contact time of 50 μs, are due to the π−π
stacking between the pyrazole ring and the naphthalene as
illustrated beside Figure 10b.
Magic angle spinning NMR could provide the direct

demonstration of CO2 absorbed in the crystalline systems
and the accessibility of the cavities in the structure. Once
enriched 13CO2 is loaded in the porous materials, intense cross-
peaks appear between the carbons of CO2 (which do not
possess hydrogens) and the hydrogens of the host, demonstrat-
ing the close proximity of the carbon dioxide molecules with
the porous matrix walls at a distance of less than 5 Å (Figure
11a). At the low temperature of the 2D NMR experiments (250
K), the nuclear dipolar interaction becomes more efficient and
the through-space magnetization transfer under the cross-
polarization conditions occurs from the host hydrogens to the
CO2 carbon nuclei because of a sufficiently long residence time
of the CO2 within the cavities.19a Therefore, the intense signal
of CO2 in the carbon spectrum, as observed in Figure 11a for
[Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 (highlighted in red), is a clear demonstration
of CO2 capture by the crystalline structure and of the open
porosity of the framework.
In the sample [Ag(LSPhm‑Me)]6(PF6)6 wherein large intra-

capsular voids are present, we collected a 2D 1H−13C NMR
spectrum with a contact time as short as 1 ms to detect the
specific interactions of CO2 at shorter distances with the
individual ligand moieties (Figure 12a). Notably, CO2 strongly
correlates with the methyl hydrogens of the peripheral group
(Phm-Me), which indicates the center of the intracapsular
space (as highlighted in red in Figure 12c). This result
demonstrates that CO2 is loaded in the intracapsular cavities,
which represent a 0.3 fraction of the pore capacity. At longer
contact times (Figure 12b), the magnetization transfer to CO2
arises from the entire population of hydrogens of the ligand and
generates a prominent CO2 carbon signal, highlighting that the
CO2 molecules pervade the intra- and intercapsular cavities.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In the present contribution, we investigated the structural
aspects of silver-based coordination polymers and metallacycles
constructed by bispyrazole ligands, opportunely modified to
modulate the structure and porosity of the materials. These
factors played a key role in the outcome of the diverse
structural features regarding the ligand shape and the chelation
properties, the presence of side groups, the metal node
coordination and the type of counterions. The ligand and the
metal topology generally determine the formation of the cyclic
or the polymeric structures (chains), which exhibit the invariant
feature of being sustained by the molecular bridges of the
ligands. The coordination polymeric chain formation can be
idealized as a ring opening of the metallacycle with a
consequent conformational twist, which induces polymerization
to helicoidal chains. Despite the significant differences between
the overall structural arrangements of the hexamers and the
chains, the local environment of the AgL fragment is
substantially coincident in all of the structures reported in
this study (Figure S2, Supporting Information). This result is
because of the intrinsic flexibility of the metal geometry that
can be adopted by silver(I). However, the presence of the
phenyl ring directly attached to the bispyrazole scaffold imparts
a structural rigidity and preorganization of the ligand that
guarantees an invariant bridging behavior to the metal centers.
This behavior occurs even with markedly different functional-
ization of the peripheral aromatic moieties (Phm-Me, Php-Me

Figure 10. (a) The 2D 1H−13C HETCOR NMR spectrum of
Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 at a contact time of 50 μs. The green area highlights
the 1H upfield shift due to CH···π interaction, as depicted in the
molecular structure on the right. (b) The 2D HETCOR spectrum
recorded at a contact time of 0.5 ms. The colored areas indicate the
through-space hydrogen−carbon close contacts, as highlighted in the
molecular structures on the right. The 1H projection and the 1D 13C
CP MAS NMR spectrum with a 2 ms contact time are reported.

Figure 11. (a) The 2D 1H−13C HETCOR NMR spectrum recorded
at 250 K and a contact time of 5 ms of Ag(LSNf)]6(PF6)6 loaded with
enriched 13CO2. The

1H projection and the 1D 13C CP MAS NMR
spectrum with a 5 ms contact time are reported. The through-space
correlations of the matrix hydrogens with the CO2 carbons are
indicated. (b) The red and yellow areas represent the surfaces of the
intracapsular and intercapsular cavities, respectively, explored by CO2
(see also Figure 3).
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Ph-F, PhOMe, and Nf). Therefore, it can be concluded that the
lateral groups can be substituted without changing the main
structural architecture. A crucial role is played by the counter-
anions (PF6

− and CF3SO3
−). PF6

− is highly symmetric but
weakly coordinating (a poor Lewis base), whereas CF3SO3

− is
capable of a stronger interaction with the metal centers, but it
has a low symmetry. Despite the weak nature of the Ag···F
interaction, the octahedral symmetry of PF6

− is suitable for the
crystallization of the hexameric metallacycles in a highly
symmetric cubic space group. A comparison of the cubic
crystalline structures reveals that the interactions of PF6

− with
the metal centers (Ag···F) and the ligand fragments (C−H···F)
overcome the energetic contributions provided by the

peripheral aromatic functionalization. In the hexameric metal-
lacycles, one of the PF6

− anions bridges two metal cations,
whereas the CF3SO3

− consistently interacts with a metal ion in
a monodentate fashion in all of the coordination polymeric
chain structures. The hexameric rings can self-assemble at a
further hierarchical level into supramolecular capsules formed
by four rings, with the shape of a nanoscale tetrahedron. The
opportunity to exploit two hierarchical levels of supramolecular
organization results in two types of cavities, an intracapsular
cavity and an intercapsular cavity. The latter cavity constitutes
the main vessel for storing gases, whereas the intracapsular
space can be modulated by the bulkiness of the side residues of
the ligand. Thus, this framework is at the origin of an extended
network of interconnected porosity, which successfully
reversibly captured gases and vapors. In fact, the supra-
molecular structures based on hexameric molecules exhibited
permanent porosity as demonstrated by CO2 adsorption
isotherms and proved to be selective in favor of CO2 with
respect to N2 and CH4.
A direct observation of carbon dioxide confined to the

cavities could be obtained by MAS NMR. The spatial proximity
of the gas to the matrix walls over the range of a few Angstroms
was proven by the considerable magnetization transfer from the
matrix hydrogen nuclei to the CO2 carbon nuclei. The 2D
HETCOR NMR experiments could detect the gas molecules
that reside in close contact with the matrix walls by intense
cross-correlation peaks in the hydrogen−carbon map. More-
over, solid-state NMR spectroscopy could identify CO2
molecules interacting with methyl or phenyl groups in two
distinct cavities and recognize that both the intercapsular and
the intracapsular spaces can be explored by diffusing CO2.
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